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(a) For any three vectors o,, I and c , prove that the identity
1

a 
^ 

(hn e) : (q.'a)U- (q . 4)q, - l
Let f,, m and n be three non zero and non co-planer vectors duch that any two of

them are not parallel. By considering the vector product (f n{) A (rnAn), prove

that any vector r can be expressed in the form

L: (r. q)tr" + (r . 8)m + (r. t)?.

Hence find the vectors a, 0 and ? in terms of 1., m and n.

(b) 'Find the equation of the plane passing through three given terminal points of

a, land g.

(c) Find the volume of the parallelepiped whose edges are represented by {2,._2,4),

(1, 2, -I) and (3, *1,2).



2. Define the following terms:

o gradient of a scalar field;

r divergence of a vector fie1d'

(a) Let r : r!.+yJ_+ zk , r: lrl and o, be a constant vector- Find div(r'r), where

rz is a constant. Show that

s,"d(#) :# +29,3'r

(b)Findthedirectionalderivativeofd:2n3-Sazatthepoint(2'1'3)inthe
direction parallel to the line whose direction cosines are proportional to (2,1,2)'

(c) Determine the constant 'o' so that ihe vector

F -- (r + 3a)z+ (a - 2z)j + (r + az)k

is solenoidal.

3. (a) Let O : (0,0,0), A : (1,0,0)' B : (!,2,0) and C : (1,2f3)' Bv considering
f

the straight iine pai.jhOA,AB.BC, find the line integral I p'af, where l isa
J-t 1

pathfrom OtoC and F:(2a+3) d*rz i+(Uz-r)k-' 
,1

(b) State the Di,rr'ergence theorem'

Verify the Divergence theorem for F:4rzL*A'l-'lgzk and ,S'is the surface

of thecubeboundedbvtheplanes r':0, tr:1, U='A'' U:L' z:}and z:1

4. (a) prove that the radial and transverse component of the acceleration of a particlt

in terms of the polar co-ordinates (r,0) are

i - 162 and l*r', resPectivelY' '

(b) A particle of mass rn rests on a smooth horizontal table attached through a fixd'

point on the tabie by a light elastic string of modules mg and unstretched lengil

,a,. Initially the string is just taut and the particle is projected alon8 the tai{

in a direction perpeildicular to the line of the string with velocity 
V ?' t*

that if r is the distance of the particle from the fixed point at time I then



d2r 4go3 g(r - a)

dt':3"t - 
" 

'

Prove also that the string will extend until its length is 2a and that the velocity

of the particle is half of its initial velocity.

(a) A particle moves in a plane with the velocity u and the tangent to the path of

the particle makes an angle { with a fixed line in the plane. Prove that the

components of acceleration of the particle along the tangent and perpendicular
dtt t rU resoectivelv.to it are E un, 

dt

(b) A body attached to a parachute is released from an aeroplane which is moving

horizontally with velocity us. The parachute exerts a drag opposing motion which

is k times the weight of the body , where ft is'a constant. Neglecting the air

resistance to the motion of the body, prove that if g is the veiocity of the body

when its path is inclined an angle t/ to the horizontal,-then
,ir.

ussec q)
,U: (sec{*tanf)t' 'u

Prove that if k : I, the bodv cannot have a vertical component of velocity greater

than f l
Statglhe angular momentum principle fo, -otion of i partltt[.

A right circular cone with a semi vertical angle a is fixed with its axis vertical and

v6*u* downwards. A particle of mass rn is held at the point A on the smooth

inner surface of the cone at a distance 'a' from the axis of revolution. The

particle is projected perpendicular to OA with velocilytur,, where O is the vertex

of the cone. Show that the particle rises above the l-evel of A If u2 > ag cot a

and greatest reaction between the particie and the surface is

/. "tt2 \m0(srn"* 
*coso-).


